Kathyʼs Kaps Video Script
Want something fun, new and different to liven up just about any special event?
Kathy’s Kaps takes paper party hats to the “cutting edge“, and makes them into a
wearable Novelty your Guests can enjoy and take home after.
Kathy uses a variety of different materials to create her party hats…right there on
the spot! Guests look on as Kathy transforms colorful paper plates, scrap
booking paper, and pipe cleaners into wearable works of art. Each hat is made to
order, and takes just a few minutes to complete.
Here’s how it works:
Each person takes a “Kathy’s Kaps” Menu, and looks over the different
categories to choose from.
First there’s the Animals category. Choose from an Alligator, to a Dog, a Cat, or
even a cute pink Pig. There are so many other choices, and even most special
requests can be honored.
Next there’s the Fun Hat category. Choose from party favorites like a Pirate, a
UFO, A Skull, a Sun, or even a Moon that’s half mask, half hat!
The next category is Crowns. The guest gets to choose their own colors, plus a
fun shape or two to decorate the crown with. Crown toppers include hearts,
flowers, diamonds, stars, circles, or even pipe cleaner twists!
Another category to choose from is Mardi Gras. People can choose from three
basic hat styles: The Aztek, a mystery mask with paper “feathers” on top, or a
traditional mask with pipe cleaner twists. Guests can have this mask in traditional
Mardi Gras colors, or three colors of their own choosing!
For Guests who might not want to have anything too elaborate, a simple visor
can be made. The visors can be plain, or decorated with fun shapes or even their
initials or Greek Letters.
Kathy’s Kaps are great for Birthday parties, themed events, Masked balls,
Halloween parties, 4th of July BBQ’s or just about any event you can think of
where wearing a fun hat might liven things up! If you have an event with
particular theme or colors, Kathy is more than happy to accommodate and come
up with a special supplementary menu to suit your individual needs!
Kathy’s tech requirements are unbelievably simple. All Kathy needs is a table, a
chair, and ambient light or a lamp to work by if the room is dim. Kathy provides
her own signs, all of the hat making materials, and of course, the menus for
people to choose their hat designs from.
Just watching Kathy make these wearable works of art on the spot is a show in
itself!

